Dear John Smith,

We thank you for considering to take a holiday in a country known as Australia. We at Tourism Travel aim to educate you on the wonders and entrancing experiences this country has to offer to you.

Tourists and other people have a stereotypical view on us Australians and our lifestyle. They see us as meat pie eaters, holden our owners, and people who have kangaroos hopping around our. Although this can be true, they don’t know the other side to us Australians. They don’t know about our beautiful scenery, both manmade and natural, our strong and committed multicultural relationships and our contributions to all industries in the world. In Australia we have a lot to offer. We have every thing from fashion to sport.

First, I will begin by telling you about the amazing scenery and sites we have on offer. In Australia we have both natural and manmade sites. One natural site is Uluru. Uluru is a large sandstone rock formation. Uluru is surrounded by springs, waterholes, rock caves and ancient paintings. This beautiful natural site belongs to the Aboriginals. Another beauty Australia has is its beaches. Australian beaches are known as the best beaches in the world. They go with our warm weather and magnificent views.

Not only do we have natural sites but we also have manmade sites. Two of the most famous manmade sites in Australia are the Sydney Opera House and the Sydney Opera House. The Sydney Opera House is a bridge across Sydney Harbour which carries rail, vehicles and pedestrian traffic throughout the Sydney business district and the North Shore. Many tourists know it as the coat hanger because of its arched shaped design.

Another famous manmade site is the Sydney Opera House, a performing arts center. It has a beautiful view and is listed on UNESCO.
Tai has demonstrated sound knowledge and understanding of the conventions of writing a persuasive letter. A sound understanding of audience and purpose is evident by the inclusion of a variety of arguments and appropriate information about Australia. Some persuasive techniques have been used, but not consistently, as the letter at times has the characteristics of an information report about Australia.

Tai’s response demonstrates characteristics of work typically produced by a student performing at grade C standard at the end of Stage 4.